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Motion perception: from phi to omega
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When human observers view dynamic random noise, such as television `snow', through a curved or annular
aperture, they experience a compelling illusion that the noise is moving smoothly and coherently around
the curve (the `omega e¡ect'). In several series of experiments, we have investigated the conditions under
which this e¡ect occurs and the possible mechanisms that might cause it. We contrast the omega e¡ect with
`phi motion', seen when an object suddenly changes position. Our conclusions are that the visual scene is
¢rst segmented into objects before a coherent velocity is assigned to the texture on each object's surface. The
omega e¡ect arises because there are motion mechanisms that deal speci¢cally with object rotation and
these interact with pattern mechanisms sensitive to curvature.
Keywords: motion perception; visual perception; omega e¡ect; phi motion; random dots
obtained most simply by placing a cardboard mask with
a slit cut in it over the face of a detuned television. When
the slit is a narrow, elongated rectangle, 1cm or 2 cm
across, the dots visible through the slit, although moving
in random directions, tend to appear to stream along the
length of the aperture, as if they were bubbles or sparks
£owing in a tube. However, if the slit forms a circle or
annulus instead of a rectangle, the illusory streaming
now becomes highly coherent, and the dots appear to
move around the circle at a steady, uniform velocity. The
direction of £ow appears to reverse spontaneously
between clockwise and anticlockwise at irregular intervals of several seconds duration. This compelling illusion
occurs even though all directions and velocities of motion
are present in the underlying dynamic noise. It is this
coherent motion that constitutes and de¢nes the omega
e¡ect.
Here, we ¢rst present further observations that
con¢rm and extend MacKay's brief original reports,
and then we discuss how these may provide indications
to the origins of the e¡ect and the mechanisms of
motion perception. Preliminary results and videotaped
demonstrations have been presented (Rose et al. 1994a,b;
Rose & Blake 1995).

1. INTRODUCTION

Human visual perception continuously seeks structure and
meaning in the dynamic patterns of light imaged on the
retina. Even when the spatio-temporal information in
that pattern of light is impoverished or underspeci¢ed,
constructive, synthetic processes ¢ll in the gaps (Gregory
1970; Rock 1983), whether those gaps exist in space (as
exempli¢ed by subjective contours: Kanizsa 1955) or in
time (`phi motion': Wertheimer 1912; Kolers 1972). The
visual system assumes, in other words, that the world is
orderly and structured, and, when confronted with
unstructured or partly structured input, the brain literally
completes the picture. These constructive propensities of
human vision are so powerful that they even operate
when the retinal input is completely random. For instance,
people report seeing regular and repetitive patterns after a
few seconds of viewing a dot pattern that is genuinely
random (MacKay 1965).
The phi motion e¡ect is one of the simplest of these
phenomena. A single dot is displayed in one location at
time t1 and at a di¡erent location at time t2. Within particular limits of the spatial and temporal changes,
observers see a single dot moving from one location to
the other, rather than one dot disappearing and another
dot appearing. A more complex example of such
constructive properties is the peculiar and striking
`omega e¡ect' which was ¢rst discovered and brie£y
described decades ago by MacKay (1961, 1965) but
which has since been wholly neglected. This e¡ect occurs
when viewing dynamic visual noise through a narrow,
curved aperture. Dynamic visual noise consists essentially
of randomly arranged dots whose spatial positions change
haphazardly from time-to-time. An example is the `snow'
seen on a detuned television set. In fact, the e¡ect can be

*

2. METHODS

Many of our basic observations and quantitative
experiments were done with masks placed over the face
of a detuned television set. The masks consisted of
computer-generated ¢gures, laser printed and then
photocopied onto overhead projector transparencies.
Additional studies were made with masks superimposed
digitally over dynamic random noise with a computer
videographics board. In other experiments we
generated noise dots directly within a de¢ned area of
the face of a computer screen by using customized software. Full details are given here with the quantitative
results.
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3. RESULTS

(a) Basic observations of the phenomenon

For our initial explorations, we generated a `bullseye'
pattern of four concentric rings of dynamic noise, of
varying width, separated and surrounded by a black
mask (¢gure 1a). The authors and many other visitors
and sta¡ viewed the display and made comments. The
omega e¡ect, i.e. circular streaming, was readily
apparent in all four rings without prompting or
instructing the observers. It was very robust and did not
depend crucially on any particular ¢xation strategy or
deliberate pattern of eye movements. The direction of
£ow reversed at irregular intervals of several seconds
duration (comparable to the behaviour of other bistable
visual phenomena including the Necker cube and binocular rivalry). To the observers, it seemed these reversals
could also be triggered by an act of will; however the
direction of rotation could not be held constant inde¢nitely by volition. For example, our attempts to generate
motion after-e¡ects from the omega e¡ect had to be
abandoned because observers could not keep the rotation
going in the same direction.
Flow in all four rings was often in the same direction
at any one time; however, it was possible to perceive
di¡erent directions of rotation in di¡erent rings simultaneously. Also, the omega e¡ect did not depend crucially
on viewing distance; as we moved away from the
display, the stimulus took on a `movie wagon wheel'
appearance, with large blurred blobs moving around the
rings at approximately the same speed. Thus the rotatory
motion persisted despite the drop out of high spatial
frequencies.
Parallel straight lines (¢gure 1b) did not generate such
coherent motion: although there was a tendency for the
noise dots to stream along parallel with the lines, in one
direction or the other, this motion was weak, unsystematic
and irregular. Similarly, a radial pattern (¢gure 1c) very
rarely generated any sense of coherent expansion or
contraction: instead, the dominant percept was of chaotic
linear £ow, especially near the centre, with no cohesion of
direction between the various arms. Occasionally, there
was a percept of rapid rotation of the dots around the
centre. Both these phenomena will be dealt with further
in subsequent sections.
(b) Quantitative experiments: series 1 and 2

Masks were placed over the screen of a detuned 20inch Sony television monitor. The mean luminance of
the dynamic dots was 12 cd mÿ2, of the black masks
0.7 cd mÿ2, and the experiments were done in a room
partly illuminated by £uorescent lighting (background
ca. 7 cd mÿ2). The `standard' mask covered the left side of
the screen and a `test' mask was shown on the right. In
series 1 the standard was the bullseye pattern whose
outer diameter subtended 4.28 at the viewing distance of
1.83 m; in series 2 the standard was a single annulus of
inner diameter 1.78, outer diameter 2.48. A total of eight
observers naive as to the purposes of the experiment
were used in each series. The observers were asked to
rate the strength of the apparent £ow in the test stimulus,
relative to the standard stimulus, which was given a
rating of 10. The coherence of the £ow was stressed as
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

Figure 1. Masks used for preliminary studies. These were
printed and photocopied onto transparencies, which were
positioned over the screen of a detuned television. The `snow'
on the screen was thus visible within the white areas
surrounded by the black mask.

the relevant feature to judge. The test stimuli were
exposed for 30 s each in random order within each
series. A rating procedure was used to quantify the e¡ect
rather than nulling because the phenomenon shows reversals of apparent direction at unpredictable intervals. Also,
ratings could be obtained across the entire variety of
mask shapes we used, which would not have been possible
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with other techniques such as nulling or velocity
estimation.
(i) Series 1

The ¢rst issue we addressed was whether the e¡ect
depends purely on the curvature of the edges or whether
it is determined by the overall con¢guration of the
display. Accordingly we tested a series of polygonal
¢gures varying between near-circles and near-straight
lines. As ¢gure 2a shows, the e¡ect declines only slightly
for octagonal and hexagonal stimuli, indicating that local
curvature is not essential. However, the square stimulus
was not signi¢cantly more e¡ective than the straight line
stimulus, showing that continuity around a loop is not
su¤cient by itself to generate the e¡ect.
The rightmost two stimuli in ¢gure 2a demonstrate that
the endings of the noise alleyways do not have any signi¢cant in£uence, as open- and closed-ended stripes
engendered similar weak e¡ects. (A `noise alleyway' is
any long, thin, unoccluded region which is circumscribed
by the mask and within which the random motion
stimulus is visible.)
Could the e¡ect be generated by motion vectors at one
location momentarily signalling one direction of motion,
which then spreads its dominance throughout the
remainder of the noise alleyway ? (Processes that spread
across the visual ¢eld between constraining edges, and
which thus `¢ll in' between borders, have been postulated
by, for example, Walls (1954), Gerrits & Vendrik (1970),
Grossberg & Mingolla (1985), Paradiso & Nakayama
(1991) and Lee (1995).) The existence of a continuous
loop in the display could enable this process to reverberate and thus to self-reinforce by temporal summation.
As ¢gure 2b shows, however, the e¡ect is not destroyed
by breaking the loop, as it should be if this self-reinforcement hypothesis is true. In fact, the strength of the e¡ect
is almost monotonically related to the amount of the
bullseye visible, regardless of whether the bullseye is
divided into one, two or four sectors. Even semicircles
generate a very strong e¡ect. (Incidentally, with four
sectors, observers reported that although these mostly
rotated all in the same direction, sometimes they
perceived di¡erent arcs of the same annulus to be
rotating in opposite directions.)
Another issue we addressed was whether the strength
of the perceived coherent motion depends crucially on
the total length of local edge between the mask and the
dynamic noise (and the ratio between the noise dot size
and the circle's width and diameter). We presented circles
of the same mean diameter but of di¡erent widths, and
thus with the same total length of edge contour (¢gure
2c). The omega e¡ect was very weak when the display
area was a wide annulus with only a small central spot,
and it increased for narrower noise alleyways. These displays also gave rise to some useful ancillary observations.
With the very wide annulus, the location of the isolated
central black spot (left part of ¢gure 2c) appeared to
drift about randomly. With the medium diameter
annulus, the £ow e¡ect began most clearly near the
edges and then spread slowly out to capture the centre
of the annulus, so that within about 20 s the entire
enclosed region of noise appeared to be rotating coherently. Evidently, therefore, some kind of cooperative
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

Figure 2. (a) Mean ratings assigned to stimuli in series 1
designed to test the importance of curvature. Bars show standard errors. Insets above each column illustrate the displays,
which contained dynamic random `snow' in the white regions
within the black masks. (b) Further data from series 1, testing
the e¡ect of interrupting the bullseye. (c) Further data from
series 1, investigating the importance of annulus diameter.
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spreading does occur; the local mask edges themselves
are not the sole determining factor.
(ii) Series 2

In this series we used a single annulus as the standard,
and all the test stimuli comprised strips of noise of the
same width as the standard (0.338).
A ¢gure `S' of exactly the same total length, area and
curvature as the standard ring evoked a clear, but
weaker, impression of coherent motion (leftmost column 1
of ¢gure 3a). The remaining data in ¢gure 3a examine the
role of curvature in more detail. All the test displays had
identical length and area of noise and also identical edge
contour length. As the noise area changed from semicircular to straight there was a progressive weakening of the
apparent £ow (Page's L-statistic  385, p50.05; data from
columns 2^6 of ¢gure 3a).
The oval `running-track' ¢gures illustrated in ¢gure 3b
(insets 2^4) were presented to see whether the £ow
induced in a semicircular region would be in any way
diluted or slowed by running into the lesser £ow in a
straight segment. It is clear that the e¡ect was not diminished by inserting straight sectors into an annulus. Indeed
even the long `motor race-track' (rightmost inset 5 in
¢gure 3b) gave a similar strength rating (the perception
of this display is discussed in more detail below in ½ 3c,i).
Thus the total length of the exposed strip of noise does not
itself determine the apparent £ow of the noise.
However, when annuli of di¡erent diameters were tested
(¢gure 3c) it was apparent that the ratings of motion
strength were a¡ected. Taking these data together with
those of ¢gure 3a, it seems that the radius of curvature is
an important factor, with some suggestion of `tuning' for
arcs with radii close to 1^28 (¢gure 4).
(c) Further observations

We also examined numerous other variations on the
display pattern, and although our observations were more
informal than those in the previous section, they were
nevertheless robust, as witnessed by numerous visitors to
our laboratories and observers of our videotaped demonstrations at conferences (Rose et al. 1994a,b; Rose & Blake
1995).
We aimed to understand the mechanisms that generate
the omega e¡ect, and our experiments were therefore
guided by a number of ideas as to the origin: (i) neural
channels for motion analysis (based on magno cells and/
or cortical areas MT ^V5 or MST); (ii) computational
mechanisms of dot matching; (iii) optic £ow mechanisms;
and (iv) (cognitive) processes of scene segmentation. These
are not mutually exclusive categories and we are not
committed to any of them, but they guided and inspired
our choice of stimuli.
(i) Scene segmentation

The `motor race-track' stimulus (rightmost inset in
¢gure 3b) contained two intersections where the £ow
crossed itself at an angle. At each intersection, one track
was normally perceived as dominant, with £ow
proceeding uninterrupted across the intersection. This
track appeared in front, with dots in the other track
£owing behind, to give a `£y-over' appearance to the intersection. At each intersection, either track could dominate
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

Figure 3. (a) Mean ratings assigned in series 2 to test the
importance of annular closure (leftmost column 1), curvature
(columns 2^6) and orientation (columns 6^8). (b) Further data
from series 2 to test the e¡ects of path length. (c) Further data
from series 2 to investigate the e¡ect of circle diameter.
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in alternation, with irregular periods of a few seconds
between the changes in dominance.
A more dramatic example is given in ¢gure 5a. The two
rings in this `Olympiad' ¢gure intersect twice, and as
before, at each intersection, £ow dominated along one
ring and that dominance alternated between the rings.
When a given ring dominated both intersections, that
ring was seen as lying in depth in front of the other ring.
When each ring dominated one intersection, the two rings
were seen as interlocking and slanted in depth, much as
two real interlocking rings would be.
Our attempts to induce coherent £ow purely by `cognitive contours' were less clear-cut. In ¢gure 5b, rotational
streaming could be seen around the circular channel in a
narrow annulus, much as with the previously described
real annuli (see, for example, ¢gure 3c). However, the
£ow tended to escape and run up the radial alleyways as
well, and could sometimes even be seen circling around
the outside of the whole ¢gure. One observer reported
seeing capture of the whole inner part of the ¢gure by the
annulus, so the dots appeared to move coherently clockwise or anticlockwise, even behind the inner black spokes.
The `Celtic cross' ¢gure 5c consists of four open triangles
forming a fan plus our original bullseye pattern. Viewing
random motion behind this mask, one saw an incoherent
streaming of isolated dots shooting outwards from the
central narrow apex of each triangle, the whole resembling
a Roman-candle ¢rework. This was phenomenally distinct
from the coherent £ow that was seen around the annuli
(see ½4). Observers reported the triangles to appear
mainly in front of the annuli, and only less frequently
could a circle be seen running across in front of a triangle.
Di¡erent arcs in the same annulus could £ow in opposite
directions simultaneously, just as occurred when the fan
was black (as in ¢gure 2b, rightmost column inset). The
outer blind endings of the triangles (i.e. their bases) were
never captured by motion around the outermost annulus,
and the display never resembled a sheet of sandpaper
rotating behind the mask.
When two annuli intersected to form a `¢gure 8' pattern
(¢gure 5d), the £ow sometimes ran along an S-shaped path
from one circle to the other, and sometimes ran round
within each circle, with one or the other ring dominating
at the intersection and thus appearing in front. The rotation in each ring was often in opposite directions,`like gear
wheels', as one observer described it. When two rings were
presented either abutting (just touching one another) or
separated by a clear gap (not illustrated) they could
rotate in the same or in opposite directions. Quantitative
measures showed however that there was no change
across these three displays: in each, the two rings were
seen rotating in the same direction for 48% of the time
on average (s.e. 1.94%; between the three displays:
F2,27 1.33, n.s.; data from three observers). There was
thus no Gestalt grouping across two annuli whether
isolated, continuous or contiguous.
We considered earlier whether a ¢lling-in or cooperative process sweeping across the internal spatial map of
the image was responsible for the predominance of £ow
in closed loops, and we concluded that it was not (¢gure
2b). At the same time, we asked whether such a process
might `bounce' o¡ the endings of closed alleyways of
dynamic noise. The rightmost two columns in ¢gure 2a
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)
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Figure 4. Summary of data from ¢gure 3a,c to examine the
tuning of the e¡ect for stimulus curvature.

Figure 5. Some further stimuli used to investigate the conditions that give rise to coherent streaming. (a) The Olympiad.
(b) An annulus formed by cognitive contours. (c) The Celtic
cross. (d) The ¢gure eight.

show that closed- and open-ended straight stripes evoke
equivalent, low degrees of coherent motion. Figure 6 illustrates that closed endings to curved alleys are also not
crucial: £ow can readily be seen along the open-ended
semicircle, as it can with closed semicircles (¢gures 2b
and 3a). Figure 6 provides a particularly compelling mask
for demonstrating the omega e¡ect, and we urge readers to
photocopy it onto a transparency (enlarging it if necessary) and observe its e¡ect on the snow produced on a
detuned television. Streaming is readily seen to be much
stronger along the semicircle than along the straight line,
despite them having identical lengths, widths, areas and
open endings. Placing a dark rod across the endings of
the semicircles does not a¡ect the apparent £ow therein.
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Unless one postulates that cognitive contours are imposed
across the endings, and that these segment the scene as
e¡ectively as real contours, we must conclude that the
closed endings are not responsible for the e¡ect. Note also
that the £ow around the semicircle does not extend out
into the open area of the display; there is certainly no
phenomenal completion of the rotational motion to form
a complete annulus.
Realizing that depth is a potent source of information
for scene segmentation, we wondered whether placement
of the mask in a distinctly di¡erent plane of depth from
the dots would uncouple their interactions and thus
abolish the omega e¡ect. To our surprise, bringing an
annular mask forward away from the TV screen did not
destroy the apparent rotational £ow within the annulus.
Indeed, if the mask was advanced so far that the two eyes
were seeing separate areas of the display, and hence totally
uncorrelated noise, the £ow still persisted.
However, £ow could not be induced interocularly. When
we presented the dynamic noise to one eye only and a
photocopy of the mask (i.e. a white annulus on a solid
black background, or the black and white bullseye) to the
other eye, via a mirror, the £ow of the noise appeared
random, irrespective of the state of dominance, transparency or mixed rivalry between the stimuli (see the paper
by Yang et al. (1992) for a discussion of the many possible
states of binocular rivalry and fusion).
(ii) Local edge and contrast e¡ects

We were also interested in testing more systematically
the role of the edges of the masks in constraining the
possible range of matches between pairs of dots. To accomplish this, we generated variations of the bullseye mask by
using commercial graphics programs on an Apple Macintosh Quadra 950 computer and displayed them on a JVC
20-inch TV monitor via a Truevision NuVista+ videographics board. Truevision's Blender software was used to
superimpose the mask image on dynamic snow, which had
been videotaped previously by superimposing an outer
border on a detuned TV signal in a Panasonic WJ-MX12
mixer.
With this method we were able to show that many characteristics of the mask are not crucial. Black, white, red or
grey masks (of the same mean luminance as the dynamic
noise) were all e¡ective in generating robust apparent £ow.
With the equiluminant grey mask, we also reduced the
contrast of the noise to levels which, according to some
views, should have rendered it invisible to parvocellular
channels (Shapley et al. 1981; Sclar et al. 1990). However,
the £ow was still readily apparent at this low contrast,
supporting the association between motion perception
and magnocellular mechanisms (see, for example, Livingstone & Hubel 1987; Tootell et al. 1995).
We also tested a mask made of static dots identical in
size, luminance and density to those comprising the
dynamic noise (¢gure 7a). We reasoned that false matches
made between the dots forming and surrounding an
annulus might impair the rotation. (The noise mask was
obtained from a freeze-frame of the videotaped snow. We
checked its validity by videotaping the blended signal, i.e.
the static noise mask with the dynamic noise ¢lling the
annuli, and freeze-framing that videotape. The boundary
between the mask and annular regions was then not
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

Figure 6. Mask used to compare curved and straight alleyways
of noise, with equal lengths, widths, areas and ending types for
both alleyways.

visible, the whole screen being ¢lled with uniform static
noise.) However, the static noise mask readily induced
steady £ow around the annuli, with sharp borders seen
between the dynamic and static regions.
Next, to test the role of the mask edges, we dithered
them to simulate blurring. With a black dithered mask
(¢gure 7b) the rotational £ow in the dynamic noise
regions of the display was still readily apparent. The
annuli took on a tube-like appearance, as the edges
resembled those of a shadowed three-dimensional solid.
Further, the £ow was also clearly visible with a static
noise dithered mask (¢gure 7c). These demonstrations
show that sharp edges are not necessary. They also show
that static dots in the surround do not interfere signi¢cantly with the process that generates perceived coherent
motion.
Finally, and most dramatically, we generated a display
in which the mask itself consisted of dynamic noise. This
was accomplished electronically by making the dots
within a virtual annulus (or within the alternate annuli of
a bullseye) brighter and of higher contrast relative to those
within the rest of a display screen ¢lled with dynamic dots.
(A similar display, with rings of brighter but lower
contrast dots, was also created by making a slide of a
white annulus on a black background, or a black and
white bullseye, and projecting its image optically onto the
screen of a detuned TV. Adjusting the brightness of the
projected image appropriately enabled the same e¡ects to
be seen as with the purely electronic display.) When the
annuli of the bullseye were visible as bright rings in the
dynamic noise, the noise readily appeared to rotate
around inside them, and also around the dark rings
between the bright ones (and around the outside of the
outermost annulus). These tended all to rotate in the same
direction at the same time at the same angular velocity.
When the display contained only a single bright annulus,
the circular centre within the annulus was captured by the
motion within the annulus and rotated in synchrony with
it; the dots immediately outside the annulus also rotated in
synchrony, but this e¡ect faded with distance from the
annulus.
When the bullseye was made less salient (i.e. the
dynamic noise rings di¡ered little in brightness and
contrast from the dynamic noise background), we
obtained an unstable percept. At times the bullseye was
visible and the dynamic noise rotated around within it.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Dot matching from one frame (solid circles) to the
next (open circles). (a) With short steps, of equal lengths but
random directions, the matches are clear. (b) With longer steps
(dashed lines), the nearest-neighbour matches (solid lines) are
no longer the `correct' ones.

and motion systems in that rotational £ow was seen only
when the pattern of the bullseye was visible. Whether the
pattern's visibility was necessary for (preceded in a causal
sense) the rotational £ow, or vice versa, remains to be
determined. This issue will be addressed in ½4.
The bias between pattern and motion salience in this
display could also be altered by changing viewing
distance: moving away from the TV monitor (or defocusing the eyes) made the high spatial frequencies in the
dots drop out, and the bullseye became relatively more
visible, with rotational motion of blurred blobs within it.
Closer to the screen, the dynamic dots became more dominant and the bullseye disappeared.
All the phenomena mentioned here were seen whether
the edges between the dynamic noise background and the
brighter dynamic noise annuli were sharp or dithered.
(iii) Dot matching

Figure 7. Electronically generated masks to test the role of
edge sharpness and of dot matching. Dynamic random noise
was visible in the central white annular areas. (a) Mask ¢lled
with static noise. (b) Mask with dithered edges. (c) Mask with
static noise and dithered edges.

At other times the bullseye or annulus disappeared and the
motion appeared random with no clear direction. At other
times we could perceive piecemeal dominance, with
shifting patches of random noise intervening between arcs
and sectors of the bullseye, in which the £ow was rotational. The scene resembled very much the dynamic
phenomena obtained under binocular rivalry, although
with larger patches (Blake et al. 1992; Yang et al. 1992).
There seemed to be an interaction between the pattern
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

Dynamic television snow contains motion in all directions at all velocities on average, but the phi motion
phenomenon is traditionally investigated by using a single
pair of dots that appear at di¡erent locations at di¡erent
times. Here, we explore the territory between these two
types of stimulus to investigate the question of what conditions determine the switch from seeing individual dots
moving in phi fashion to seeing the global coherent
motion of the omega e¡ect.
Consider the ¢ve dots depicted in the two-frame
apparent motion sequence in ¢gure 8a. Each dot makes a
small step, and it is unproblematic which directions of
motion should be perceived; the array amounts virtually
to ¢ve independent phi movements. However, if step size
is increased, as shown in ¢gure 8b, then for each of the
¢ve dots in frame one, the nearest dot in the second frame
is no longer its `true' partner. Instead, one of the other dots
has jumped into closer proximity with it, and is likely to
capture the pairing. Williams & Sekuler (1984) have
given a formula for calculating the probability of
occurrence of such `false matches'. The probability is
1ÿexp (7ds2), where d is the dot density and s is the step
size. Williams & Sekuler (1984) used this formula to
predict when coherent translational £ow would be seen
among dots whose local motion vectors varied randomly
within a limited range of directions. (The formula is
described as `well-known' by Diggle (1983, p. 16) but we
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will continue to refer to it as the `Williams & Sekuler
formula' as they introduced it to the vision research
community.)
For our display, the formula is only an approximation
because it ignores: (i) dots moving on and o¡ the edges of
the display; (ii) dots landing on top of one another, which
can occur because they have ¢nite size; and (iii) dots
matching over more than one frame of multi-frame
sequences. Nevertheless, with our display parameters the
approximation is close enough to enable us to test
whether the basic principle underlying it has predictive
power. We therefore compare the predictions of Williams'
& Sekuler's formula with data on the threshold for
perceiving the omega e¡ect as a function of dot density
and frame-to-frame step size.
Methods

For these measurements television snow was inappropriate because we needed to be able to control the
possible pairings of dots that can be matched across space
and time to generate motion signals. This required the use
of computer-generated dynamic noise stimuli. We therefore generated these on an Apple Macintosh computer by
using custom software. Black dots (2.9 2.9 min square,
4 cd mÿ2) were displayed on a white screen (Apple 13-inch
colour monitor, 80 cd mÿ2). Initially, various numbers of
dots were randomly positioned within a square region
4.2384.238. However, this region was masked in software
so the only dots displayed on the screen were those within
an annular region of 1.218 inner diameter and 4.238 outer
diameter. The dots were animated at 10 frames sÿ1.
Between each frame, every dot jumped the same distance
in a direction chosen randomly for each dot. Over a series
of frames, each dot therefore performed an independent
random walk in space. Dots moving outside the square
were wrapped-around.
Observers viewed two such displays side-by-side from a
distance of 79 cm. The right-hand screen was used to
exhibit a `standard' stimulus and the left screen exhibited
a `test' stimulus. Each stimulus was displayed for 10 s. The
standard stimulus contained on average 16.8 dots deg72,
which, given their size, meant that dot density (the
percentage of the annulus area consisting of dots) was
3.9%. Each dot moved 14.5 min arc between frames,
equivalent to 2.4 deg sÿ1 velocity. The test stimuli had dot
densities that varied parametrically between 2.8 and 16.8
dots degÿ2, and inter-frame movement steps of between
1.45 and 43.5 min arc.
The observers were instructed to ¢xate a small cross that
was positioned in the exact centre of each annulus, but were
allowed free movement of the eyes from one display screen
to the other. They were asked to rate the strength of the
coherent movement seen in the test stimulus, given that the
standard stimulus had strength `10'. A total of three repetitions of each test stimulus were presented, randomly
intermixed with the other test stimuli. Each test stimulus
was generated anew before each trial. Author D.R. and
four naive observers participated.
Results

Preliminary qualitative observations with this type of
stimulus showed us that with ¢ve or more dots per degree
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

squared and inter-frame jump sizes of 10 min or more,
rotational £ow was readily apparent, despite the absence
of any sharp contrast edges demarcating the annular
region that contained the dots. The direction of rotation
reversed periodically, as it does with television snow
(½3a). At lower dot densities the global coherence of the
motion tended to be lost, and decreasing the jump size
also reduced, and eventually abolished, the sense of
systematic directional £ow. Instead of £ow the display
appeared to consist of many squirming or writhing specks
with, at most, occasional brief rotational oscillations. The
two parameters, density and step size, interacted: higher
values of one permitted lower values of the other, while
still inducing coherent rotational motion. Conversely, as
either dot density or jump size was increased the omega
e¡ect became stronger.
The data from the quantitative rating studies essentially
verify these qualitative observations. We ¢rst plotted the
data as a function of inter-frame step size seperately for
each dot density (¢gure 9).
Then we aimed to ¢t a smoothing function to these
data. First we tried empirically to ¢t logarithmic, polynomial and exponential functions; of these, logarithmic
and second-order polynomials gave the best ¢ts overall.
However, we found the following theoretical treatment to
give ¢ts as good as, or better, than any of these (and on
p. 976 we give reasons why this particular theory is actually preferable to those empirical ¢ts).
If Williams & Sekuler's formula is relevant, the transition from seeing local phi motion vectors to seeing global
omega motion should occur at some threshold value of
1ÿexp(7ds2), in other words at some constant probability of obtaining false matches. This theory is
qualitatively consistent with what we have observed of the
dependence on dot density and step size; but is the theory
also correct quantitatively? The problem we have is that
our data may be contaminated by an unknown nonlinearity, namely the way observers were using the rating
scale. In other words, their perceptual experiences may
have been determined by mechanisms that re£ected the
number of false matches, in accordance with the Williams
& Sekuler formula, but their response mechanisms might
not have attached a number to each perceptual experience
in a linear fashion.
To cope with this problem, we assumed any such nonlinearity was a power function. This assumption seemed
reasonable because observers generally give ratings that are
power functions of stimulus magnitude (Stevens 1951). The
prediction therefore becomes that the observers' ratings
would equal a  (1ÿexp(7ds2))b, where a and b are
constants. As we knew the values of d and s for each data
point, we could use curve-¢tting algorithms to ¢nd the two
unknowns a and b and to test whether the ¢ts were good.
In ¢gure 9 the results of ¢tting this theory are shown for
each observer and for each dot density; the ¢ts are on the
whole statistically satisfactory (table 1).
To examine our power function hypothesis we looked at
the values of b, the best-¢tting exponent. Figure 10 shows
that for four observers b was, on the whole, close to unity,
suggesting that if the Williams & Sekuler formula is
appropriate it is accompanied by linear response mechanisms. Only for observer D.R. was there any systematic
deviation from unity i.e. b rising as dot density increased.
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Figure 9. Ratings of the strength of the omega e¡ect as a function of frame-to-frame step size, with dot density as parameter, for
¢ve subjects (a) A.B.; (b) C.F.S.; (c) D.R.; (d) P.S.; (e) S.A. The curves are the best ¢ts of the Williams & Sekuler formula passed
through a power function (see text for details and table 1 for goodnesses-of-¢t).

As mentioned here, the ¢ts obtained with our equation
were overall as good as, or better, than any other simple
empirical ¢t. As a further justi¢cation, we can look at the
asymptotic behaviour of the theoretical curves (see, for
example, ¢gure 9). These imply that as step size increases
towards in¢nity the ratings should level o¡. The rival
logarithmic and second-order polynomial ¢ts however
would predict respectively that ratings should continue to
rise or should start to fall again. The data in ¢gure 9
clearly show a levelling o¡, as predicted by our equation.
We also did an even stronger, empirical test. As step
size increases, the chances of matching a dot correctly
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

across successive frames decreases, as other dots are
increasingly likely to have jumped into the intervening
space and captured the pairing (¢gure 8b). If the step
size continues to increase towards in¢nity, these displays
therefore asymptotically approach total chaos or randomness. Accordingly, we included an experimental condition
in which all the dot locations were chosen entirely
randomly on each frame, regardless of the dots' positions
in previous frames. A total of four of our observers were
asked to rate any coherent motion in such displays, with
the same `standard' stimulus as before as the benchmark
for a `10' rating.
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Table 1. Results of goodness-of-¢t tests for the modi¢ed Williams & Sekuler formula applied to the rating data in ¢gure 9
dot density (dots deg72)
2.8

observer
A.B.
C.F.S.
D.R.
P.S.
S.A.

5.6

11.2

16.8

2

r

2

r

2

r

2

r

1.96
2.10
9.20
15.80a
5.30

0.953
0.974
0.842
0.667
0.845

8.55
8.68
14.37
2.18
3.23

0.919
0.928
0.917
0.970
0.966

6.00
2.92
2.14
9.84
7.89

0.958
0.957
0.993
0.913
0.938

4.28
4.14
2.24
22.59b
14.68a

0.977
0.897
0.992
0.816
0.950

ap5 0.05
bp5 0.01.

These completely random displays produced clear rotational perceived £ow, and furthermore this £ow was still
apparent even when dot density was made very low (for
some observers, with as few as ¢ve dots in the whole
display). The ratings given are shown in ¢gure 11a. There
were some individual di¡erences in the willingness to rate
coherence at low densities, but the overall data clearly
support the existence of a strong omega e¡ect in these
totally random arrays.
We have not attempted to apply any theoretical
smoothing function to the data of ¢gure 11a, but have
simply applied logarithmic ¢ts. Now, we can read o¡
from this ¢gure the predicted ratings for displays of a
given dot density and in¢nite step size. These predictions
are plotted in ¢gure 11b against the actual asymptotic
values, a, of the curves ¢tted previously with our equation (see, for example, ¢gure 9). The predictions match
the asymptotes very well, supporting the use of our theoretical ¢t rather than the logarithmic or polynomial
alternatives.
Having justi¢ed our theoretical smoothing function, we
can now test whether Williams & Sekuler's (1984) false
matching formula actually predicts the omega e¡ect. One
way of circumventing any uncorrected response nonlinearities is to maintain a constant level of response
while varying the stimulus input. For example, let us ask
what stimulus parameter combinations will all evoke the
same rating, say `2', from our observers. Figure 12a shows
how this criterion rating is applied to one data set from
¢gure 9. Particular combinations of dot density and step
size can thus be found for each data set that elicit a rating
of `2'. If false matches determine the incidence of the
omega e¡ect, the values of 1ÿexp(7ds2) should be the
same in all cases. This hypothesis is tested for all data sets
(¢ve observers and four dot densities) in ¢gure 12b. The
hypothesis is clearly supported: observers rated the
strength of the omega e¡ect as `2' whenever the probability of a false match was 0.34 (on average). There was
no change in that probability with dot density
(F3,16  0.38) and no linear trend in the data (F1,16  0.43).
Figure 12b also shows the outcome for a higher rating of
`4'. This rating was elicited by a false match probability of
0.66, regardless of the particular values of s and d
(F3,16 1.16, n.s.; linear trend: F1,16 2.29, n.s.).
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

4. DISCUSSION

(a) Comparison with previous studies of illusory
motion phenomena

Our observations have con¢rmed and extended those of
MacKay (1961, 1965). MacKay asked his observers to estimate the apparent angular velocity of the streaming,
which was typically about one revolution every 2^4 s,
increasing with the ratio of annulus diameter to thickness.
The £ow's velocity was una¡ected by retinal angular
image size, brightness, focus, noise-grain size or noise
frame-frequency. Interruption of the annulus had little
e¡ect, but polygonal alleyways (including triangular)
generated reduced rates of £ow, especially near the
corners. Several of these observations are con¢rmed by
the data in our ¢gures 1 and 2. We have extended MacKay's observations (¢gure 3 ¡ of this paper) to test various
hypotheses concerning the origins of this illusion.
We concur with MacKay's (1961) conclusion that the
omega e¡ect is `a quite distinct phenomenon' in comparison with the `complementary images' generated by
repetitive patterns of high contrast bars; radial lines
fanning out from a point (MacKay's rays) generate
`rosettes' and concentric circles generate `petalloid'
patterns. These repetitive bars, as well as straight parallel
lines, also induce motion at right angles to the contours
and a prominent motion after-e¡ect (MacKay 1957; Georgeson 1985). A similar mechanism is almost certainly
involved in the Leviant illusion studied by Zeki et al.
(1993). This illusion (see, for example, ¢gure 13a) generates
apparent motion within the annulus which is much more
rapid than that seen in the omega e¡ect. Furthermore it is
shimmery and incoherent, it disappears near the fovea (cf.
Georgeson 1980; Rose & Lowe 1982), and it is strongly
visible also in linear alleyways (¢gure 13b; MacKay 1957).
To study this further, we presented ¢gure 13a and ¢gure
13b to ten observers and asked them to compare the
magnitudes of the e¡ects generated in each display. (The
¢gures were printed on white paper; ¢gure 13a was
135 mm in diameter and ¢gure 13b was 175 mm long.) For
three observers, the motion was equally salient in the
circle and the straight line; for four observers the motion
was stronger in the circle; two observers reported the
converse; and another could perceive no motion in either
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(b) What is the origin of the omega e¡ect?

Figure 10. Exponents b of the best ¢tting equations for the
data in ¢gure 9.

¢gure. Quantitative comparisons are however di¤cult
because the retinal eccentricity of the circle and the line
cannot be equalized.
Placing a transparency of ¢gure 13a over television snow
creates a strong impression of rapid rotational motion in
the snow behind the radial lines (as ¢rst observed by
MacKay (1957); a similar but less prominent motion was
seen with ¢gure 1c). A transparency of ¢gure 13b also
generates motion of the snow at right angles to the ¢ne
lines (MacKay 1957). In an attempt to test whether there
are two separate mechanisms at work, we changed the
black annulus in ¢gure 13a to a transparent one, to give
us ¢gure 13c. The question was whether the motion of the
snow in the annulus would be at the normal speed for the
omega e¡ect with the same sized annulus (¢gure 13d) or
would it be at the faster speed of the snow behind the
radiating lines? The answer proved to be intermediate:
the snow visible within the annulus rotated at the same
speed as the snow behind the radial lines, and that speed
was intermediate between the speed within the annulus
alone (¢gure 13d) and that behind the radial lines with a
black annulus (¢gure 13a).
The Roman-candle e¡ect we observed at the apices of
the triangles in our Celtic cross (¢gure 5c; also ¢gure 1c)
also consists of an incoherent streaming, and may be a
vector sum of the motions generated by the two straight
edges forming the apex. Similar streaming is seen in the
equivalent parts of ¢gure 13e (together with slow but
clearly coherent rotation around the concentric arcs, as
described by MacKay (1957, 1961)).
Whether these percepts of incoherent motion stem from
inhibition between pattern and motion detectors in area
V1 (Georgeson 1985), from area V5 (Zeki et al. 1993) and/
or from optical factors (Gregory 1993) remains to be
determined. Certainly, neither they nor the omega e¡ect
are destroyed by viewing through a pin-hole, and are
thus unlike the shimmering of MacKay's complementary
images (Gregory 1993).
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)
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Since MacKay's original observations, motion perception theory has advanced greatly. However, an
explanation of the omega e¡ect consistent with all the
observations detailed here is not readily apparent. We
have considered theories based on: (i) how the masks
constrain the possible dot matchings; (ii) comparisons of
the optic £ow induced by self-motion and by object movement; (iii) knowledge of the receptive ¢eld properties in
visual areas V1, V5/MT and MST; (iv) interactions
among a network of low-level motion detectors (including
loop arrangements that would respond selectively to
rotational motion); and (v) how multiple velocity vectors
can be grouped to give single or multiple planes of
coherent apparent motion. We do not have space here to
explain all our reasons for rejecting these, but the only
promising explanation seems to us to involve interactions
between motion detectors and mechanisms sensitive to
pattern or form. One clue comes from the experiments
described in ½ 3c,ii in which the omega e¡ect was found to
emerge from a uniform ¢eld of dynamic noise whenever an
annular region is di¡erentiated from the background by a
slight di¡erence in brightness. Most signi¢cantly, when the
annulus di¡ers only slightly from the background, there is
rivalry between the perception of purely random motion
and the omega e¡ect. This implies an interaction between
rotational motion mechanisms and curved-contour
detectors. Such detectors have previously been postulated
in early vision (see, for example, Koenderink & Richards
1988; Wilson & Richards 1989; Dobbins et al. 1989;
Versavel et al. 1990; Zetsche & Barth 1990; Dobson &
Payne 1992; Wolfe et al. 1992; Noss 1994; cf. de Haan 1995;
Kramer & Fahle 1996), but the most relevant evidence for
our studies comes from the discovery of cells in the higher
visual area V4 which respond selectively to bullseye
patterns (Gallant et al. 1993). Given, then, that mutual
antagonism exists between orthogonal motion and
contour mechanisms, at least for straight edges (see, for
example, Georgeson 1985), and between orthogonal
motions (see, for example, Snowden 1989; Grunewald &
Lankheet 1996), it thus seems reasonable to propose that
curved-contour detectors would be associated positively
with rotational motion along those contours.
In other words, the presence of dynamic noise will activate mechanisms that signal the existence of motion, while
at the same time the presence of stationary contours in the
display will be activating mechanisms that signal lack of
motion. When these contours are curved, the con£ict can
be resolved by assuming the existence of a circular or
spherical rotating object in the visual ¢eld. Even if only a
semicircle or an arc is visible (see, for example, ¢gures 2b,
3a and 6), the conclusion is still valid because rotating
objects can be partly obscured by nearer objects. Segmentation of the visual scene must therefore precede
attribution of motion to the texture on the surfaces of
objects. This explanation is also consistent with the induction of omega motion by some polygonal stimuli (¢gure
2a), as these contain curvature in their low spatial frequencies, and the omega e¡ect can be seen with only low spatial
frequencies (¢gure 7b,c).
With straight-line stimuli, however, linear motion of the
object along its long axis should be accompanied by visible
motion of the ends of the object; yet this information was
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Figure 11. (a) Ratings assigned to displays where dots were
randomly repositioned on every frame. Straight lines and
equations show logarithmic ¢ts for each of the four subjects
who completed this part of the experiment. (b) Relation
between the asymptotic values a (from ¢gure 9) and the
empirically measured ratings for dots randomly positioned on
every frame (from ¢gure 11a). A total of four dot densities were
used and four subjects completed all experiments. The diagonal line of slope 1 indicates parity.

not present in our displays, hence weakening any sense of
coherent motion with straight alleyways. This theory can
easily be tested further: when we view a straight alleyway
of TV snow with clearly demarcated ends (see, for
example, ¢gure 3a, rightmost column), synchronous movement of the ends in the same direction, at the same speed,
causes the snow to appear to move coherently with the
same velocity as the endings, i.e. in a manner consistent
with the presence in the visual ¢eld of a moving textured
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1998)

Figure 12. (a) Application of a criterion rating of `2' to one of
the data sets from ¢gure 9. The point where the horizontal line
at rating `2' meets the ¢tted curve enables us to calculate the
value of s2d predicted to elicit that rating. (b) Probabilities of
false matches occurring, for two di¡erent criterion ratings, as a
function of dot density. Each point is the mean (  1 s.e.) for
¢ve observers.

bar or rod. Similar motion `capture' was ¢rst described by
MacKay (1961, 1965) and has interested researchers ever
since (see, for example, Ramachandran 1985; Murakami
& Shimojo 1993; Zhang et al. 1993). This phenomenon
may now be explicable under the present theory.
In the real world, a ball or sphere spinning on an axis
that does not pass through the eye will possess mainly
curved trajectories of motion in its surface texture. A
stationary circular outline cannot therefore be associated
strongly with any particular direction or type of motion.
So if dynamic random noise is seen through a circular
aperture, the direction of motion expected is ambiguous
in all directions and there is no reason to suppose any
one direction should become dominant; indeed no
coherent motion percept emerges with such a display (cf.
¢gure 2c, left column). The coherent omega e¡ect only
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Figure 13. (a) A variant of the Leviant illusion (Zeki et al. 1993), in which rapid motion around the black annulus is perceived,
especially away from the point of direct regard. (b) The straight counterpart of the Leviant illusion. The horizontal black line has
the same width and total length as the black annulus in part a, and the spacing of the narrow black and white repeating bars is
similar at the point where it meets them. (c) The mask used to compare the Leviant illusion and the omega e¡ect by placing it over
television snow. (d) An annulus the same size as those in a and c that was used as a control. (e) A pattern mask where the contours
are orthogonal to those in c. Inspection of part d, or of a blank sheet of paper, after a few seconds of ¢xating parts a, b, or c reveals a
motion after-e¡ect that resembles the incoherent streaming seen when those patterns are used to mask television snow (MacKay
1957, 1961); ¢xation of part e however generates a much stronger radial after-e¡ect than is obtained from masked snow, where
omega rotation competes with the radial percept.

emerges with an inner, as well as an outer, stationary
curved contour; such a con¢guration would only be
generated if a solid three-dimensional annulus were spinning about the axis passing through its centre and the
observer's eye.
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(c) Dot matching
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